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The goal of the Cognitive Neuroscience Test Reliability
and Clinical Applications for Schizophrenia (CNTRACS)
Consortium was to develop measures of discrete cognitive
processes, allowing for the interpretation of specific deficits
that could be linked to specific neural systems. Here we re-
port on the intertask, clinical, and functional correlates of
the 4 tasks that were investigated in large groups of patients
with schizophrenia (>100) and healthy controls (>73) at 5
sites across the United States. In both healthy and patient
groups, the key dependent measures from the CNTRACS
tasks were minimally intercorrelated, suggesting that they
are measuring discrete abilities. Correlations were exam-
ined between CNTRACS tasks and measures of functional
capacity, premorbid IQ, symptom severity, and level of
community functioning. Performance on tasks measuring
relational memory encoding, goal maintenance, and visual
gain control were correlated with premorbid IQ and the for-
mer 2 tasks with the functional capacity. Goal maintenance
task performance was negatively correlated with negative
symptom severity and informant reports of community
function. These correlations reflect the relationship of spe-
cific abilities with functional outcome. They are somewhat
lower than functional outcome correlations observed with
conventional neuropsychological tests that confound multi-
ple cognitive and motivational deficits. The measures of vi-
sual integration and gain control were not significantly
correlated with clinical symptoms or function. These results
suggest that the CNTRACS tasks measure discrete cogni-
tive abilities, some of which relate to aspects of functional
capacity/outcome in schizophrenia.
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executive control/visual integration

The Cognitive Neuroscience Treatment Research to Im-
prove Cognition in Schizophrenia (CNTRICS) initiative
was designed to identify critical constructs and promising
measurement approaches from the basic cognitive neurosci-
ence literature that, with appropriate modification and psy-
chometric validation, could be useful in the context of
clinical trials in schizophrenia.1 The results of that consen-
sus building process have been reported in several papers.2–4

The Cognitive Neuroscience Test Reliability and Clinical
Applications for Schizophrenia (CNTRACS) Consortium
followed from the CNTRICS initiative and was intended to
do the task optimization and psychometric analysis needed
before nominated measures could be recommended for use
in clinical trials. We selected for study 4 of the tasks that
were nominated as part of the CNTRICS initiative, span-
ning aspects of visual perception to higher order cognitive
control and episodic memory encoding and retrieval pro-
cessing as these are important areas of impairment in
schizophrenia and span multiple neural systems.5 These
tasks were then tested in a multisite study with large samples
of schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. The results
for each of these measures were described in the 4 other
articles accompanying this article6–9 (see also table 1).
Here, we present an analysis of intertask, clinical, and func-
tional correlates of these 4 tasks. In these analyses, we con-
sidered 3 fundamental issues that need to be addressed in
order to validate these measures for use in clinical research.

One goal of the present study was to determine the extent
to which the 4 tasks used here succeeded in the goal of mea-
suring discrete cognitive functions or whether the overall
pattern of group differences substantially reflected shared
variance across cognitive domains, with relatively little ev-
idence of domain-specific impairment. This issue is of
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Table 1. Task Descriptions and Other Relevant Task Information

Task Name

Construct Task
Is Intended to
Measure

Brief
Description
of Task Website URL

Effect Size of Control
vs Schizophrenia Difference

Sample Size for
Current Analyses

Dot Probe
Expectancy

Goal maintenance
in working memory

Participants are asked
to respond target to
‘‘X’’ probes but only
if they come after a valid
‘‘A’’ cue. Thus, participants
must maintain the goal set up
by the cue in working memory
to respond correctly to probes.

http://cntracs.ucdavis.
edu/task/dpx

D’ Context: d = 1.03 SCZ: 138 CON: 136

Relational and
Item-Specific
Encoding and
Retrieval

Relational and item
encoding and retrieval

Participants are presented either
with pairs of items and asked to
encode them relationally (by
deciding whether one item could
fit inside the other) or with single
items and asked to decide whether
they are living or nonliving.
Participants are then given item
and associative
recognition tests.

http://cntracs.ucdavis.
edu/task/rise

Item recognition
following relational
encoding: d = .84 Item
recognition following item
encoding: d = .62
Associative
recognition: d = .95

SCZ: 102 CON: 73

Jittered Orientation
Visual Integration

Visual integration Participants briefly observed a
field of elements and decided
whether a subset of those elements
formed a leftward or rightward
pointing shape. Integration difficultly
depends on the amount of orientation
jitter present in the shape’s elements

http://cntracs.ucdavis.
edu/task/jovi

Log-transformed
threshold: d = .85

SCZ: 125 CON: 132

Contrast-Contract
Effect Task

Gain control Participants are asked to match
a variable contrast patch to a central
patch. When the surround is high
contrast, the inner target is perceived
to be of lower contrast than when
the same target is perceived without
a surround.

http://cntracs.ucdavis.
edu/task/cce

Change in target contrast
perception with surround:
d = .31

SCZ: 130 CON: 132

Note: SCZ, people with schizophrenia; CON, healthy controls.
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concern because it is known that the measures in some
other cognitive batteries, such as the one developed as
part of the Measurement and Treatment Research to Im-
prove Cognition in Schizophrenia (MATRICS) process,10

are substantially intercorrelated despite their being thought
of as measuring discrete cognitive domains.12,13 Further,
when clinical neuropsychological measures are adminis-
tered as part of a battery to people with schizophrenia
and healthy controls, the overall pattern of group differen-
ces substantially reflects shared variance across cognitive
domains, with relatively little evidence of domain-specific
impairment.13,14 If performance on the CNTRACS meas-
ures also reflects the impact of a common generalized def-
icit, we would expect that the CNTRACS tasks should be
highly intercorrelated, which would undermine the utility of
the CNTRACS approach. Alternatively, if the CNTRACS
are minimally intercorrelated, and patients demonstrate
impairments on each of the tasks, this could be seen as in-
direct evidence that at least some of the overall cognitive
dysfunction observed in schizophrenia can be understood
as reflecting the impact of specific deficits in different spe-
cific neural/cognitive systems.

A second goal of the present study was to consider the
clinical correlates of cognitive measures. Evidence from
studies using conventional clinical neuropsychological
tests suggests that cognitive performance is generally un-
correlated with the severity of positive symptoms, with
small to medium correlations often observed with severity
of negative and disorganization symptoms.15 For compar-
ison purposes, it would be important to determine whether
the use of more specific cognitive measures would reveal
similar magnitude associations to clinical symptoms as
found in prior research or whether the use of the
CNTRICS measures would result in either enhanced or re-
duced sensitivity to symptom severity. Enhanced sensitiv-
ity could arise if the more specific measures targeted
a cognitive process that was thought to play a central
role in the development of a specific symptom and pro-
vided a better assay for that process than clinical neuropsy-
chological tests.16,17 Alternatively, one might predict
a reduced relationship between measures of disorganized
or negative symptoms and measures of specific cognitive
functions if the correlations already in the literature be-
tween these illness dimensions reflect shared variance
with illness severity or a generalized cognitive deficit.

The third goal of this study was to assess the relation-
ship of the CNTRACS measures with functional out-
come and with measures of functional capacity. The
fact that clinical neuropsychological measures relate to
functional outcome was one of the critical pieces of evi-
dence that led the Food and Drug Administration to give
approval of cognition as a treatment target.18,19 Thus, it
is essential to determine whether the CNTRACS meas-
ures, which are potentially more sensitive and specific,
offer more or less power to detect such effects. Superfi-
cially, one might suspect that specific cognitive measures

might offer less robust predictions of functional outcome.
That is, if complex multifactorial clinical neuropsycho-
logical measures relate to complex multidetermined out-
comes like vocational performance (and these
relationships are often more robust using composite cog-
nitive scores that summarize performance across
domains19), then it seems likely that more specific process
measures would show less overlap with measures of func-
tional outcome. Speculatively, one can also imagine how
power could be enhanced. If some specific cognitive pro-
cesses, by themselves, are critical determinants of out-
come, then the use of measures that are more ‘‘process
pure’’ should increase power as they provide a greater sig-
nal to noise ratio for the critical construct than more
complex, polyfactorial measures.

Thus, to address the three goals described above, there
were four aims to the current study. The first was to ex-
amine intercorrelations among performance on the 4 pri-
mary cognitive paradigms being developed as part of the
CNTRACS Consortium: the Dot Probe Expectancy
Task (DPX), the Relational and Item-Specific Encoding
Task (RISE), the Contrast-Contrast Effect Task (CCE)
and the Jittered Orientation Visual Integration Task
(JOVI). The second aim was to assess the relationship
of these CNTRACS measures to assessments of read-
ing ability as an estimate of premorbid IQ and a mea-
sure of functional capacity. The third and fourth
aims were to examine the relationship between perfor-
mance on these measures and the severity of clinical
symptoms and functional outcome among individuals
with schizophrenia.

Methods

Participants

The participants for this study, their recruitment, and the
inclusion/exclusion criteria are described in detail in the
first article in this set of articles.6

Diagnosis and Clinical Assessment

The training of clinical raters and the clinical assessment of
participants are described in detail in the first article in this
set of articles.6 We computed 3 subscales from the Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale20 (BPRS) using the following
items: (1) Positive Symptoms (Grandiosity, Suspicious-
ness, Hallucinations, Unusual Thought Content); (2)
Disorganization (Bizarre Behavior, Disorientation, Con-
ceptual Disorganization, Mannerisms and Posturing);
and (3) Negative Symptoms (Self-Neglect, Blunted Affect,
Emotional Withdrawal, Motor Retardation). Interrater
reliability, measured using intraclass correlation coeffi-
cients with the individual rater as the unit of measurement,
was 0.89 for positive, 0.81 for disorganization, and 0.74 for
negative symptoms.
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Measures of Community Function

We used the Specific Levels of Functioning Scale
(SLOF)21 to assess community function. The SLOF is
a highly reliable and well-validated scale of community
function that has been shown to relate to proxy measures
of functional performance and to performance on neuro-
psychological tasks.22 The SLOF contains 43 items that
assess the domains of interpersonal relationships, partic-
ipation in community activities (using public transporta-
tion, shopping, use of telephone, bill paying, etc.), and
work skills (ability to be on time, ability to stay on
task, level of supervision required to complete skills,
etc.). Prior work strongly suggests that it is not sufficient
to assess real-world function based only on the report of
the patient and that reports from someone who knows
the patient well (eg, case manager) are more valid.23

Thus, we asked an individual with information about
the patient’s function to fill out the SLOF (family mem-
ber, caseworker, therapist), in addition to collected
reports from the patients themselves. In the analyses pre-
sented here, we focus on the informant SLOF reports,
which we were able to obtain for 114 patients. The
patients with and without SLOF informant reports
did not differ significantly on age, personal education,
parental education, or BPRS scores (all p > .10). In ad-
dition, the patients with and without SLOF informant
reports did not differ significantly on any of the depen-
dent measures for the CNTRACS task or on the UCSD
Performance-Based Skills Assessment-Brief (UPSA-B,
described below, all p > .38). However, the patients
with SLOF Informant reports (mean = 34.5, SD = 9.9)
did score higher on the Wechlser Test of Adult Reading
(WTAR)24 than those without (mean = 29.0, SD = 8.8)
SLOF informant reports (t(145) = 2.9, p = .005).

Such ratings scale measures of community function are
one important way to assess real-world outcomes in schizo-
phrenia. However, such measures rely on self-reports or in-
formant reports and do not directly assess life skills. Thus,
measures of functional capacity that assess simulated life
skills are an important additional measure of community
function. As such, we also used the well-validated
UPSA-B.25–27 In addition, we also used the WTAR, a mea-
sure of single-word decoding, to estimate premorbid IQ.24

Testing Sessions

The tasks are briefly described in table 1 which also pro-
vides the web site URL that can be used to download the
tasks (see also Henderson et al,6 Barch et al,7 Silverstein
et al,8 and Ragland et al9 for task details). The procedures
and order of testing are described in detail in the first ar-
ticle in this set of articles.6

Data Analysis

For the analyses reported in this article, we focused on
the primary outcome measures from each of the 4 tasks.

In addition, we focused on the version of each task that
was deemed to be the most ‘‘optimal’’ based on the anal-
yses presented in the cases where more than one version
of the task was evaluated (see Henderson et al,6 Barch
et al,7 Silverstein et al,8 and Ragland et al9 for discussion
of task optimization). Thus, for the RISE, we used the
visual object version and focused on recognition D#
scores for items encoded in the Item Encoding condition
(D’-IRIE), for items encoded in the Relational Encoding
condition (D’-IRRE), and for Relational Recognition
(D’-RR). There were 102 people with schizophrenia
(SCZ) and 73 healthy controls (CON) with data on
this version of the RISE. For the DPX, we focused on
D’-Context from the short inter-trial interval version
with the distribution of trial types providing the greatest
prepotency effects (88 AX trials, 16 AY and BX trials,
and 8 BY trials). We had data from 138 SCZ and 136
CON for this version of the DPX. For the JOVI, we fo-
cused on the threshold estimates, which could be com-
puted for 125 patients and 132 CON. We made some
changes to the JOVI part way through the study8 (elim-
inating jitter conditions with little variance and added
some additional intermediate jitter conditions) but in-
cluded data from all subjects to maximize power. For
the CCE, we focused on the differences between the av-
erage contrast values for the last 10 trials (collapsed
across streams) for the no-surround versus the surround
conditions for the 100-ms ISI condition. We had data
from 130 SCZ and 132 CON for this version of the
CCE. Given that the N for different tasks differed, and
given that some participants did not have SLOF data,
we will present the N for each analysis below.

The sample sizes were very similar across sites, and
there were no major site effects on the results. We started
by examining the measures for normality and outliers. All
the CNTRACS measures were normally distributed,
other than the JOVI threshold score. Box plots computed
in SPSS revealed only 3 outlier data points, which were 1
control and 1 patient on the JOVI threshold and 1 patient
on the CCE Contrast Difference Score. These values were
not included in the analyses presented below. Pearson cor-
relations were used to examine task intercorrelations and
clinical correlates. However, the same analyses using non-
parametric correlations, to address the non-normality of
the JOVI threshold score, revealed essentially the same
results. Multiple regression was used to examine the pre-
dictors of functional outcome measures.

Results

Table 2 provides the means and SDs for demographic
and clinical data for the entire sample, as well as the
means and SDs for the WTAR, the UPSA-B, and the
clinical measures among in the individuals with schizo-
phrenia. The patients and control did not differ signifi-
cantly in age, gender, ethnicity, parental education, or
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parental SES,28 though they did differ in personal educa-
tion and SES. In addition, as expected, the controls
scored higher on the WTAR (a proxy for premorbid
IQ), the UPSA-B (a measure of functional capacity),
and on self-reports of function on the SLOF.

Correlations Among the CNTRACS Measures

We began by examining intercorrelations among the de-
pendent measures from the different CNTRACS tasks,
separately for patients and controls. As shown in table
3, the three different RISE measures were strongly inter-
correlated, especially among the patients with SCZ.
However, other than significant correlations between
the RISE D’-RR and the CCE Contrast Difference score
in SCZ, and the JOVI threshold score in CON, there were
no other significant intercorrelations among the
CNTRACS measures.

Correlations Between the CNTRACS Measures and
Premorbid IQ, Functional Capacity, and Key
Demographic Characteristics

Next we examined performance between the CNTRACS
measures, the WTAR (a measure of premorbid IQ), the
UPSA-B (a measure of functional capacity), and demo-
graphic variables that could influence general cognitive
ability, such as personal education and parental SES. As

shown in table 4, the RISE and DPX measures show con-
sistent relationships with both the WTAR and UPSA-B
among SCZ, though only the DPX shows a relationship
to WTAR and UPSA-B among controls. However, there
are relatively few significant correlations of the RISE and
DPX measures to either participant education or parental
SES among either CON or SCZ (only RISE Relational in
CON). The JOVI measure did not show any correlations
with the WTAR or the UPSA-B among either SCZ or
CON but did show a correlation with parental SES, though
only among CON. The CCE Contrast difference score was
positively correlated with WTAR and participant educa-
tion among SCZ but was negatively correlated with paren-
tal SES among CON. The WTAR and the UPSA-B were
significantly positively correlated, and both the UPSA-B
and the WTAR showed a strong relationship to participant
education among SCZ (only for the WTAR in CON), as
well as significant correlations with parental SES among
SCZ, though not CON.

Correlations Between the CNTRACSMeasures, Clinical
Symptoms, and Community Function

As shown in table 5, consistent with prior results using
different versions of the context CPT29,30 the DPX shows
significant, albeit modest, negative correlations with
BPRS negative symptoms. None of the other CNTRACS
measures showed any significant correlations with

Table 2. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Participants

Variable

Healthy Control Schizophrenia Patient

Group ComparisonMean SD Mean SD

Age (y) 36.7 12.0 39.3 11.5 t = 1.87, p = .06

Gender (% males) 61 55 v2 = 1.07, p = .18

Ethnicity (% Caucasian) 54 57 v2 = 7.2, p = .40

Personal Education (y) 14.8 2.02 13.2 2.2 t = 6.35, p < .001

Personal SES 38.6 10.3 26.0 10.1 t = 10.43, p < .001

Father Education 13.0 2.84 13.5 3.58 t = 1.49, p = .14

Mother Education 13.3 2.52 13.3 2.76 t = 0.10, p = .92

Parental SES 44.4 12.6 42.8 15.2 t = 0.94, p = .35

WTAR 38.0 8.1 33.2 9.9 t = 4.40, p < .001

UPSA-B 87.5 8.8 77.0 13.4 t = 7.70, p < .001

SLOF Self-Report (mean across items) 4.75 0.18 4.23 0.43 t = 12.81, p < .001

SLOF Informant Report (mean across items) NA 4.09 0.59

BPRS Positive Symptoms (mean across items) NA 2.19 1.16

BPRS Negative Symptoms (mean across items) NA 1.85 0.74

BPRS Disorganized Symptoms (mean across
items)

NA 1.30 0.45

Note: WTAR, Wechlser Test of Adult Reading; UPSA-B, UCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment-Brief; SLOF, Specific Levels of
Functioning Scale; BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale.
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symptoms. The WTAR, a measure of premorbid IQ, also
did not show any significant correlations with clinical
symptoms. Performance on the UPSA-B showed a signif-
icant negative correlation with negative symptoms.

As shown in table 5, the three measures that showed
a relationship to SLOF informant reports of community
function were the DPX, the WTAR, and the UPSA-B.
However, as described above, all 3 of these measures
were intercorrelated, and it would be important to
know whether they were accounting for common or
unique variance in SLOF informant reports. Thus, we
conducted a linear regression in which all three measures
were used to predict SLOF informant report scores. This
regression was significant (F(3,104) = 5.2, p < .001) and
accounted for ;13% of the variance (adjusted R2 = .133).
The UPSA-B had a significant beta weight (b = .26, p <
.01), but the WTAR (b = .10, p = .35) and the D’-Context

from the DPX (b = .12, p = .25) failed to achieve signif-
icance as additional predictors. We computed a similar
analysis using D’-Context and UPSA-B scores to predict
negative symptoms because both showed significant
zero-order correlations. This regression was also signifi-
cant (F(2,133) = 6.6, p < .001) and accounted for ;9% of
the variance (adjusted R2 = .092). However, for this anal-
ysis, both D’-Context from the DPX (b = �.21, p < .05)
and the UPSA-B (b =�.18, p< .05) had a significant beta
weights.

Discussion

These results establish several clear findings and raise
a number of important questions. First, and most impor-
tantly, it is clear that this group of tasks demonstrate min-
imal intercorrelation among themselves and very modest

Table 3. Intercorrelations Among CNTRACS Task Measures

RISE
D’-IRIE

RISE
D’-IRRE

RISE
D’-RR DPX-D’-Context

JOVI
Threshold

CCE Contrast
Difference

RISE D’-IRIE — .94** (102) .55** (102) .04 (97) .14 (88) .04 (91)

RISE D’-IRRE .90** (73) — .61** (102) .07 (97) .18 (88) .13 (91)

RISE D’-RR .20 (73) .26* (73) — .08 (97) .19 (88) .21* (91)

DPX-D’-Context �.06 (73) .01 (73) .14 (73) — .08 (118) .05 (123)

JOVI Threshold .25* (70) .23 (70) .17 (70) �.11 (131) — .12 (113)

CCE Contrast Difference .05 (70) .01 (70) �.07 (70) �.05 (130) .07 (129) —

Note: RISE, Relational and Item-Specific Encoding Task; RISE D’-IRIE, recognition D’ for items encoded in the Item Encoding
condition; RISE D’-IRRE, recognition D’ for items encoded in the Relational Encoding condition; RISE D’-RR, recognition D’ for
Relational Recognition; DPX, Dot Probe Expectancy Task; JOVI, Jittered Orientation Visual Integration Task; CCE, Contrast-
Contrast Effect Task. Correlations for patients are shown in italics above the diagonal, and correlations for controls are shown below
the diagonal. Bold values are statistically significant.
*p < .05, **p < .01.

Table 4. Correlations Between CNTRACS Task Measures, Premorbid IQ, Measures of Functional Capacity, and Demographic Variables

WTAR UPSA-B Participant Education Parental SES

SCZ CON SCZ CON SCZ CON SCZ CON

RISE D’-IRIE .25* (102) .01 (73) .28** (100) �.03 (72) .07 (102) .07 (73) .09 (87) .04 (69)

RISE D’-IRRE .32** (102) .06 (73) .34** (100) �.02 (72) .18 (102) .13 (73) .14 (87) .04 (69)

RISE D’-RR .29** (102) .25* (73) .21* (100) .01 (72) .16 (102) 23* (72) .18 (87) .37** (69)

DPX-D’-Context .26** (138) .18* (136) .20** (135) .27* (135) .16 (137) .03 (136) .13 (116) .05 (129)

JOVI Threshold .11 (124) .02 (131) .13 (123) �.06 (131) .11 (123) .11 (131) .10 (108) .29** (125)

CCE Contrast Difference .18* (131) �.10 (130) .12 (131) �.13 (130) .26** (130) �.02 (130) .10 (123) �.21*(129)

WTAR — — .38** (144) .23* (135) .55** (146) .34** (136) .36** (124) .14 (129)

UPSA-B — — — — .39** (143) .15 (135) .26* (124) .06 (129)

Note: WTAR, Wechlser Test of Adult Reading; UPSA-B, UCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment-Brief. Other abbreviations are
explained in the first footnote to table 1 and table 3. Bold values are statistically significant.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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correlation with the WTAR, a measure of premorbid in-
telligence. Thus, to the extent that they are reliable indi-
cators, these tasks appear to be measuring fairly discrete
cognitive processes. Further, to the degree that the tasks
demand or share some more general features/processes
(such as the ability to sustain performance over time,
comprehend instructions, engage with challenging tasks,
etc), such shared processes must not be a major contrib-
utor to variance in the observed individual differences in
performance in the current study, given the modest level
of intercorrelation among the tasks. As a point of con-
trast, a meta-analysis of the bivariate correlations be-
tween the types of tasks included in the MATRICS
battery yielded a mean correlation of r = .37.10 Thus,
the magnitude of the intercorrelations among tasks ob-
served with the CNTRACS measures are clearly lower
than those observed with more standard clinical neuro-
psychological measures, again consistent with the hy-
pothesis that the CNTRACS measures are assessing
more discrete cognitive processes.

The facts that the tasks are only minimally intercorre-
lated, but that the patient group demonstrates impairment
relative to controls on each task leads to a nearly inescap-
able conclusion: patients are impaired on each task for
a different reason. That is—doing poorly on one task
does not lead to a prediction of poor performance on
the other tasks. This pattern of results cannot be easily
explained by a generalized cognitive or motivational deficit
without asserting that the tasks are basically yielding
nearly pure measurement noise. That is, one could observe
this pattern of results if the tasks were all highly unreliable,
a possibility that is unlikely given the reliability data pre-
sented in the prior papers for each of the tasks.6–9

It is noteworthy that the RISE and DPX demonstrated
minimal correlations with one another, even though both

are thought to depend, in part, on the DLPFC. In the
RISE, relational processing is thought to depend on high-
er order strategic encoding processes that require the
DLPFC as shown in previous imaging studies.31 In the
DPX, the ability to maintain context representations
and task rules also has been shown to demand DLPFC
processing.32,33 However, this DLPFC activity occurs as
part of activity in larger neural networks that likely dif-
fers substantially across the tasks, perhaps explaining the
lack of observed correlation.

More challenging to consider is the fact that just as the
tasks fail to correlate with each other at levels expected of
clinical neuropsychological tests, they also correlate at
lower levels with the UPSA and SLOF than has been
reported with clinical neuropsychological tasks.34,35 It
is possible that this reflects biases in our sampling of
the population of individuals with schizophrenia. One
rarely seeks to recruit the most severely impaired patients
to participate in challenging cognitive or imaging proto-
cols and when one does, the rate of refusal is nontrivial.
Similarly, given that we did not study inpatients, and only
included clinically stable, nonrecreation drug using out-
patients, our sample also includes a lower proportion of
dual-diagnosis and severely symptomatic patients than
many reported in the literature. Thus, it is possible
that our study’s volunteer population was somewhat
less symptomatic and higher functioning than some other
study populations reported in the literature. This hypoth-
esis is consistent with the fact that the correlation between
the UPSA-B and the SLOF was also somewhat lower
than found in a number of prior studies.36 This restriction
of range may also have contributed to the relatively mod-
est/minimal relationships we observed with BPRS symp-
tom domain scores, with the exception of the DPX, where
our findings were consistent with prior observations.29,30

Table 5. Correlations Between CNTRACS Task Measures, Functional Outcome, and Clinical Symptoms

SLOF
Patient Reports

SLOF
Informant Reports

BPRS
Positive Symptoms

BPRS
Disorganization
Symptoms

BPRS
Negative
Symptoms

RISE D’-IRIE .08 (102) .07 (78) .09 (102) .02 (102) �.07 (102)

RISE D’-IRRE .14 (102) .09 (78) .11 (102) �.01 (102) �.10 (102)

RISE D’-RR .14 (102) .08 (78) .02 (102) �.10 (102) .01 (102)

DPX-D’-Context .10 (140) .20* (107) �.01 (138) �.14 (138) �.23* (138)

JOVI Threshold .16 (124) .04 (94) �.08 (124) �.01 (124) .02 (124)

CCE Contrast Difference �.03 (131) �.07 (103) .09 (130) �.04 (130) �.03 (130)

WTAR .11 (146) .23 (114) .07 (146) .03 (146) �.03 (146)

UPSA-B .18* (143) .39** (112) .04 (143) �.15 (143) �.23* (143)

Note: WTAR, Wechlser Test of Adult Reading; UPSA-B, UCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment-Brief; SLOF, Specific Levels of
Functioning Scale; BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale. Other abbreviations are explained in the first footnote to table 3. Correlations
for patients are above the diagonal, and correlations for controls are below the diagonal.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Note, however, that the UPSA-B performance of our
sample closely approximates that reported by Harvey
et al37 in the VALERO study, suggesting that our study
population is fairly representative of the types of patients
who participate in these types of studies.

The relatively modest correlations between the
CNTRACS measures and functional outcome/symptoms,
somewhat lower than observed with some standard neuro-
pychological tests, could—in principle—be the result of the
CNTRACS measures having lower reliability than stan-
dard neuropsychological tests. The four other articles on
each of the individual tasks report on measures of internal
consistencythatsuggestat leastreasonablereliabilityforthe
CNTRACSmeasures,reducingthelikelihoodthatourfind-
ings are explained on this basis.6–9 However, the results of
the ongoing study on test–retest reliability will be necessary
in order to more fully compare the reliability of the
CNTRACS measures to measures from neuropsychologi-
cal batteries. Lastly, it is also possible that the use of
SLOF informant reports presented some challenges to
assessing functional outcome. This is because the nature
and quality of the informant was variable across patients
and sites, with some patients having informants with
whom they had close contact (who could presumably pro-
vide highly valid assessments) and some patients having
informants with whom they only had minimal contact
(eg, case managers who only saw them once or a month
or less) and may have provided less valid reports. Again,
the fact that the correlation between the UPSA-B and
SLOF informant reports was also somewhat lower than
in some prior studies would be consistent with this hypoth-
esis. To address this question, the ongoing test–retest reli-
ability study is including an additional measure of
functionalcapacity,theMultidimensionalScaleofIndepen-
dent Functioning,38 that uses a standardized set of probes
and detailed rating anchors that may offer a more uniform
assessment of functional status across patients.

Even allowing for these sampling, reliability, and mea-
surement issues, it is also possible that the relatively mod-
est correlations with functional outcome and functional
capacity measures is a real signal, suggesting that assess-
ments of more specific cognitive processes may come at
the cost of reduced relationships to clinical outcomes of
interest. As noted previously, this type of attenuated re-
lationship makes theoretical sense—more complex mul-
ticomponent measures are more likely to be strongly
related to performing complex tasks (as may be required
in many forms of employment and in managing indepen-
dent living) than focal measures of a single process. Al-
ternatively, the correlations observed between the
CNTRACS measures and functional outcome allow
for enhanced interpretive precision of the cognitive pro-
cess that is related to everyday performance in the com-
munity. If replicated, this finding may have important
implications for how CNTRACS measures are used in
clinical trials. That is, if the FDA approval pathway

requires the use of measures with a demonstrated rela-
tionship to functional outcomes, then the MATRICS ap-
proach may be preferable to the CNTRACS approach.
Alternatively, the CNTRACS measures may offer
greater precision and be more useful than the MATRICS
battery in proof of concept and early phase 2 studies.
That is, performance on construct pure measures may
specify what a drug does at the cognitive and neural level
of analysis, whereas drug effects on the MATRICS bat-
tery may assess the impact of that change on more general
aspects of cognition that are more strongly correlated
with everyday functional performance. Both types of in-
formation are valuable but address different questions.
Nonetheless, an additional large-scale replication study
is underway that includes multiple measures of functional
outcome and will include a subset of tasks from the
MATRICs battery, allowing a direct comparison of
the relationships between cognitive performance, func-
tional outcome, and clinical symptoms with both the
CNTRACS tasks and more traditional neuropsycholog-
ical measures. Regardless of the outcome, it is likely that
both types of cognitive measures will play important,
though potentially different, roles in the cognitive treat-
ment development process in schizophrenia.
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